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Introduction 
During the darkest moments of the pandemic, the progress made in recent months in Madison 
would have been hard to imagine. Vaccination rates in Wisconsin’s capital city now stand at some of 
the highest levels of the country, students have returned to K-12 schools and UW-Madison 
classrooms, and commerce has rebounded to some degree.  

For its part, city government has avoided catastrophic financial losses and cuts to services such as 
transit, thanks in large part to massive infusions of federal pandemic relief funds that will exceed 
$190 million in total. Though reductions in some areas have been needed, the city has even 
cancelled furloughs for most workers and still managed to live within tight state limits on property tax 
increases.  

Mayor Satya Rhodes-Conway’s proposed 2022 budget would hold to these trends, maintaining the 
vast majority of services while starting in earnest a Bus Rapid Transit project, giving a modest raise 
to some employees, finalizing the long-planned annexation of the Town of Madison, investing in 
priorities such as affordable housing and violence prevention, and keeping property taxes to their 
lowest increase in nearly two decades.  

In the end, the city is fortunate that it can focus on the manageable challenges of the current budget 
rather than the far worse problems that seemed inevitable in the spring of 2020. Yet the city faces 
headwinds nonetheless, from the burden of COVID-19 and the rise in homicides and shots being 
fired in Madison to the city’s own long-term finances. 

Even prior to the pandemic, the city received relatively little state aid and depended heavily on local 
property taxes to finance its core services. That left the city squeezed by growth in labor and other 
ongoing costs that outpaced the increases in state aid and state-allowed tax increases. The 
pandemic exacerbated this fundamental challenge by adding steep losses in room tax collections 
and parking and transit revenues, new costs in public health and other areas, and a decrease in 
private construction that serves as the basis for property tax increases under state law.  

Three generous rounds of federal pandemic legislation, a drawdown of general fund reserves, and a 
dissolving tax increment district have helped the city bridge its budget shortfalls so far and the city 
would again close the gap under this latest proposal. The city also has bright spots ahead such as a 
rebound in construction. Yet most of the one-time funds for the current budget fixes will be 
exhausted by 2023 and even if the city’s pandemic woes resolve themselves, it will almost certainly 
be left with its pre-pandemic budget gaps and few tools to address them.  

In this report, we lay out the details of the proposed 2022 city of Madison budget and the short- and 
long-term financial obstacles faced by the city. Our purpose is to encourage informed discussion as 
city leaders debate the budget in the weeks ahead.  
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How The Budget is  Balanced 
When COVID-19 hit, Madison was forced to take extensive mid-year steps to balance an $11 million 
projected budget shortfall in its main fund for 2020 as well as additional multi-million dollar gaps in 
some other city funds and agencies. The 2021 budget process opened a year ago with a potential 
$16.5 million general fund shortfall – city officials closed that only to see an additional $12.8 million 
hole in their core budget in the middle of the year along with further gaps in other areas.  

For the 2022 budget year starting in 
January, the city’s general fund faced 
an $18 million potential gap, as most 
revenues such as state aid are not 
growing and the property tax 
increase allowed under state law will 
not cover the impacts of the 
pandemic and the cost to continue 
current services. As Chart 1 shows, 
the gaps have increased in recent 
years and likely will continue.  

To address the 2021 and 2022 
shortfalls, the city has cut costs 
through position and other spending 
reductions and some furloughs. The 
city is also tapping federal pandemic 
relief aid (see Key #1); a surplus left 
over from the closure of Tax 
Increment District 25; and an 
unprecedented $8 million in rainy day funds – all sources that can be used only once.  

Chart 2 shows how 
the potential gap 
for 2022 is closed 
in the proposed 
budget and how 
the city also would 
pay for new 
spending to provide 
services to the 
soon-to-be annexed 
town of Madison, 
hire 10 additional 
firefighters, give 
general municipal 
workers a 1% raise, 
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and cover certain other costs. The key tool to avoid a shortfall is reliance on a $13.1 million infusion 
of federal relief funds from the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA), which we will further discuss in 
Key #1.  

The city is also benefitting from new estimates lowering the costs of pension, health care, debt 
payments, and other essentials by $4.7 million. The proposal also would save the general fund by 
having Metro Transit cover $2 million of its own debt payments; imposing a new recycling sorting fee 
that would bring in $1.5 million in 2022 (see Fees and the Rest of Madison’s Budget); and making 
nearly $1 million in spending cuts across city government, with about two-thirds of those ongoing 
and the rest one-time in nature. 

In addition, the city will face ongoing challenges outside of the general fund, as its parking utility and 
room tax revenues have been hammered by the pandemic (see Keys #4 and #5). Those difficulties 
might require further support from city property taxes or at the least will limit the revenues that 
normally flow from those city units into the general fund to pay for services such as public safety.  

Madison has an enviable economy for a Midwestern city and some fiscal advantages. The city has 
not agreed to any major wage increases in union contracts, giving it flexibility for now at least, and 
would retain $4.4 million in ARPA funds and $5.1 million in TID 25 proceeds that can be used to help 
budget challenges in 2023.  

The city also has significant rainy day funds and under the mayor’s budget would not tap them 
further in 2022. As a share of annual spending, the city’s unassigned general fund balance (a good 
barometer of its reserves) has fallen from 16% at the end of 2019 to 13.6% projected for the end of 
2021 – below the city’s target level of 15%. Under the proposal, the balance is projected to remain 
below target for at least another year but by the end of 2022 would inch back up to 14.5%. 

The bad news about this proposal is that – in the general and room tax funds alone – the city would 
have committed $33.4 million in one-time funds in 2021 and 2022 from ARPA, TID 25, and rainy day 
funds. Going forward, the city currently expects an $18 to $20 million general fund gap to reappear 
in 2023 because of the ongoing mismatch between the growth in its revenues and costs. That last 
estimate does not include further challenges posed by the prospect that transit passenger revenues 
will not fully rebound and that parking and room tax funds will remain depressed, with the parking 
utility’s fund balance falling at a pace that if it continues would exhaust the balance by 2023.  

In short, the city retains substantial reserves and advantages. Officials have maintained services 
during the pandemic and even moved to expand some areas such as transit despite unprecedented 
challenges – no small accomplishment. Yet despite an unparalleled infusion of federal aid over the 
past year and a half, the city’s long-term budget picture has not greatly improved.  
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Proposed Budget Overview 

Where spending would rise (and fall) 

In part to help fund the long-planned annexation of the town of Madison (see Key #2), total city 
general (and library) fund operating spending would rise to $358.6 million in 2022, a 2.6% increase 
over the $349.5 million projected for the 2021 adopted budget. The general fund is the city’s main 
mechanism for paying for public services and is largely funded through property taxes. 

Citywide, miscellaneous spending would increase by $4.1 million, primarily to fund costs related to 
the absorption of most of the Town of Madison by the city, such as adding police and paying 
severance to town employees. Most major city agencies would see increases over the 2021 adopted 
budget, including the Madison Fire Department ($1.5 million), Police Department ($1.2 million), and 
libraries ($99,000) (see Chart 3). The city clerk’s office also would receive a $1.5 million (71%) 
increase to its budget due to next year’s midterm election, and the city’s information technology 
department would receive $1.5 million more (19%) to support a move to Microsoft 365 software.  

However, a number of key general fund line items would decrease under the new budget proposal. 
The planning and development budget would drop by $718,000 (-3%). General fund spending on 
public works – which includes city engineering, parks, and streets – would fall by $1.5 million (-3%) 
but these areas would receive offsetting revenue from recycling and forestry fees to avoid budget 
cuts (see Fees and the rest of Madison’s budget).  
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General fund summary 

With COVID-19 depressing city property 
taxes, room taxes, and investment income, 
the city’s general fund is projected to see 
little more than 1% growth in ongoing 
revenues in 2022 compared to projections 
for 2021, which are currently running $3.9 
million below this year’s adopted budget. 
The $358.6 million in revenues budgeted 
for next year (see Chart 4) would be an 
increase of 2.6% over the 2021 adopted 
budget, with the increase arising from one 
source: the use of $13.1 million in federal 
ARPA dollars (see Key #1). Though there is 
reason to believe Madison’s general fund 
revenues will grow more rapidly next year, it 
may not make up for the loss of most of 
these federal funds in 2023.  

The city’s proposed property tax levy would 
total $258.7 million and rise by 1.1% on 
December bills – the smallest increase 
since 2003 (see Chart 5 on page 8). Taxes 
on the average home valued at $335,200 
would rise 1.2% to $2,770, less than the 
6.4% increase in its assessed value. 

In general, state law limits city property 
taxes used for operations to the rate of net 
new construction in the city. In recent 
years, construction in Madison has slowed 
and no longer outpaced the rest of the 
state. From 2000 to 2020, the percentage 
added to property values through net new 
construction was higher in Madison than the state as a whole in every year except for a tie in 2012.  

However, Madison’s 2021 rate of net new construction was 1.54%, below the statewide rate of 1.6% 
(see Chart 6 on page 8). Given the city’s low levels of state aid and huge reliance on the property tax, 
this decline has a particularly strong impact on Madison because it substantially slows growth in tax 
collections and reduces the new revenue available for city priorities.  

However, there may be reason to believe that Madison’s net new construction rate will rebound next 
year. Figures for housing starts in Madison have been very strong in 2021, which should translate 
into more construction in the state figures that will be released a year from now. 
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Fees and the rest of Madison’s budget 

In addition to the services that are mainly supported by property taxpayers, the city also has 
programs and entities, such as the parking utility, that charge fees and are run more like businesses. 
With these enterprises, the city’s proposed 2022 operating budget would total $659.8 million, a 
3.8% increase from $635 million in 2021 (a revision to the figure released last year).  

Water and sewer rates would continue to rise for city customers. Following rate increases in late 
2018 and mid-2020, the Madison Water Utility is planning to seek another rate increase from state 
regulators in the coming months but is not expecting approval until the end of 2022 at the earliest.  

To cover increased charges from the larger Madison Metropolitan Sewerage District and decreased 
interest income on its reserves, the city sewer utility is assuming a 5% increase in rates in 2022. The 
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change would cost the average residential customer an additional $19.32 per year and would come 
on top of overall increases of 6.6% in 2021, 5.6% in 2020, and 6% in 2019. The budget would also 
raise stormwater rates to fund capital projects to mitigate flooding in future large storms and replace 
aging infrastructure. Rates would rise by 7% in 2022, which works out to a $9.24 increase per year 
for the average residence and follows increases of 9.7% in 2021, 15% in 2020, and 9.7% in 2019.  

Last, the budget proposes a 4.8% boost in the Urban Forestry Special Charge, which also increased 
9.9% in 2021. This is likely to result in an average increase of $3.36 a year for residential properties 
next year and will raise $552,500, allowing for general fund spending to be decreased by the same 
amount. To cover increased costs, the mayor also proposes a new sorting fee for recycling users. It is 
expected this charge would be implemented in July 2022 and bring in $1.5 million by the end of the 
year and then $3 million in 2023 after full implementation. 

City employees 

The mayor’s budget would increase the total full-time employee (FTE) level in the city by 44.6, or 
1.5%, from 2,952 in 2021 to 2,996.6 in 2022. (The increase would be somewhat more – from 
3,108 this year to 3,172.5 next year when including City-County Public Health employees who 
technically work for the county). At a combined cost of $1.6 million, it would also raise wages 1% for 
general municipal employees in 2022 and end a residency requirement that reduces wages for 
certain longstanding employees. Following ARPA passage in March 2021, the city also ended its 
mandatory furloughs for all employees except police.  

More than one-third of the position increases 
would come from Public Health Madison and 
Dane County. The budget includes new 
federal funding for 16 limited-term positions 
and three permanent positions for the 
agency’s COVID Response and Critical Public 
Health Infrastructure Initiative (see Chart 7). 
The positions would be funded through 
federal grant funds, which would run out for 
the limited-term positions in 2024. The 
permanent positions would be paid for with 
licensing fee revenue starting in 2023. 

The budget would hire 10 firefighters to 
ensure adequate service throughout the city, including areas in the soon-to-be-annexed Town of 
Madison. Other departments, including Police, Streets, and the City Assessor, would also receive 
temporary or permanent position increases in 2022 as part of the annexation (see Key #2). 

The mayor’s budget would cut some jobs. Metro Transit would convert three FTE bus cleaner 
positions that were added due to the pandemic into one data and one administrative job. In addition, 
the Parking Utility would lose 1.7 FTEs in cashier positions. Three departments would see lower FTE 
levels in 2022 than in 2021: Community Development (-0.5 FTE), Fleet Services (-2.0), and Planning 
(-1.0). 

https://madison.com/wsj/news/local/crime-and-courts/furloughs-for-madison-city-workers-called-off-but-not-for-police/article_e088242e-a497-51c2-a81b-834879f85530.html
https://madison.com/wsj/news/local/crime-and-courts/furloughs-for-madison-city-workers-called-off-but-not-for-police/article_e088242e-a497-51c2-a81b-834879f85530.html
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Capital  Budget Grows 
After two straight years of falling capital spending, Mayor Rhodes-Conway proposes the city draw on 
federal funds to more than double next year’s capital budget, increasing it to $355.3 million from 
$166.4 million this year. As Chart 8 shows, that would be the city’s second-highest capital budget in 
more than a decade. Though most of this increase had been long anticipated, the proposal for 2022 
is still 16.8% higher than what was called for in the city’s previous capital improvement plan.  

 

The bulk of the increase in 2022 will go toward a largely federally-funded Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
project totaling $166 million that would link Madison’s east and west sides. Yet the budget also 
proposes other spending increases as well as an uptick in city borrowing – an issue to watch.  

As proposed, the city would budget $142.5 million in 2022 for the BRT project that would extend 
service from West Towne to East Towne malls through the Capitol square. The funds would go toward 
street changes ($49 million), station construction and right-of-way costs ($55.8 million), and vehicles 
($61.2 million). The budget would include $115.8 million in federal funds - a $10 million increase 
from what was expected last year that will help hold down local borrowing for the project.  

Of the remaining $26.8 million budgeted for BRT in 2022, $16.1 million would come from general 
obligation (GO) borrowing (a form of debt secured by city property taxes). The city’s general fund 
would pay off $6 million of this debt. The project would also draw on $10 million in tax increment 
financing funds from the Research Park TIF district. The proposal would also approve an additional 
$4 million in general fund-supported borrowing to plan for a future North-South BRT line.  

Construction on the east-west BRT project is expected to run from late 2022 through 2024. 
However, certain aspects of the proposal, such as whether to have BRT service along upper State 
Street, have generated controversy and might be subject to debate or even changes by the city 
council. That, in turn, could impact timelines, costs, and funding.  
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In another major investment, the mayor seeks a 39% increase in the city’s major streets budget to 
$65.5 million. The total includes a $23 million project to reconstruct the segment of University 
Avenue running from Shorewood Boulevard to University Bay Drive. The work would also enhance 
pedestrian and bicycle paths and improve stormwater management. The budget also includes $17 
million for street resurfacing, repair, and sealing in the city and $15.4 million to reconstruct 
deteriorated streets. Other major spending items in the budget include bus and other vehicle 
replacement and an $8.2 million redevelopment of the Village on Park Street that would create a 
Black Business Hub in partnership with the Urban League of Greater Madison. 

Federal pandemic relief funds from ARPA also account for $9.8 million of the overall capital budget 
increase, primarily for community and economic development. As approved by the city council in July, 
those funds will go in part to capital projects in 2021 and 2022 (see Key #1).  

The horizon list for the 2022 capital budget includes notable projects such as the fourth and fifth 
floor remodeling of the City County Building, and the replacement of the Lake Street Garage; both 
were also on the 2021 list. New additions to the 2022 horizon list include an estimated $5 million 
project to provide for the treatment of PFAS, or per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, in the East Side 
Water Supply. PFAS are man-made “forever” chemicals that can persist in the environment. 

Despite the additional federal funding, G.O. borrowing by the city also would increase by 18.1% to 
$142.8 million over the $120.9 million budgeted for this year. On the positive side, relatively low 
interest rates and the city’s gold standard Aaa bond rating from Moody’s rating agency will help to 
hold down borrowing costs. However, debt payments would remain elevated compared to a decade 
ago. Debt service is accounting for 16.9% of the city’s general fund spending in 2021, up from 
10.1% in 2008 (see Chart 9). Under the mayor’s proposal, this share is projected to remain stable in 
2022 but then rise in the following years, putting pressure on other city priorities. 

The budget would also use proceeds from borrowing to make some debt payments that would 
otherwise be paid out of the general fund. For $7.4 million of those payments, the city would not 
make a matching investment in capital projects out of the general fund – a practice that is normally 
required by city ordinance. Bypassing this rule requires a 2/3 vote from the city council and might 
not be available as a strategy to balance future budgets. 
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Keys  to the City  Budget 

Key #1: ARPA funds keep services afloat for now 

ARPA – adopted last spring – channeled massive amounts of federal relief funds to local 
governments around the country, in large part through what is known as the Local Fiscal Recovery 
Fund (for more on the federal funds and their allowable uses, see our April 2021 report). As the 
second-largest city in Wisconsin, Madison received the second-largest amount from the fund among 
the state’s cities – $47.2 million in 2021 and 2022. Yet because the federal formula also prioritized 
areas with high poverty, aging housing, and housing overcrowding, Madison received less than half 
the average aid per capita that went to 20 metropolitan cities (and one village) in Wisconsin 
receiving these federal payments (see Chart 10).  

 

These funds come on top of the assistance in 2020 and 2021 from the federal Coronavirus Aid, 
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act and other pandemic legislation. Combining direct federal 
payments with funds passed along by the state, the city of Madison is receiving at least $144.5 
million on top of the previously mentioned ARPA allocation for a total of $191.7 million so far. The 
aid includes $74.7 million in direct and pass-through support for transit (see Key #3), $39.1 million 
for rental assistance, $8.8 million for housing and community development, $16.4 million for public 
health (these funds are shared with Dane County), $395,000 for the Monona Terrace as an 
entertainment venue, and $196,000 for election assistance.  

Madison is using almost all its $47.2 million in ARPA fiscal recovery funds in 2021 and 2022 and 
saving less than 10% for 2023 – a notable difference from Milwaukee, which plans to spread its 
much larger $394.2 million allocation into 2024. One drain on Madison’s funds is that it will use 
more than half of them, or 51.7%, for closing budget gaps, particularly next year. Under a plan 
approved by the city council on July 6, these funds - $6.9 million in 2021, $13.1 million in 2022, and 
$4.4 million in 2023 – will be used to help address shortfalls in the general fund as well as for 
Monona Terrace and the city’s Room Tax Fund, which supports a range of efforts to promote tourism.  

https://www.cityofmadison.com/finance/documents/ARPA-SLFRFRecoveryPlanPerformanceReportFinal.pdf
https://madison.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4980281&GUID=0819196E-90AA-4D6F-8BAC-6851E28A2F8Ahttps%3a%2f%2fmadison.legistar.com%2fLegislationDetail.aspx%3fID%3d4980281&GUID=0819196E-90AA-4D6F-8BAC-6851E28A2F8A&FullText=1
https://madison.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4980281&GUID=0819196E-90AA-4D6F-8BAC-6851E28A2F8Ahttps%3a%2f%2fmadison.legistar.com%2fLegislationDetail.aspx%3fID%3d4980281&GUID=0819196E-90AA-4D6F-8BAC-6851E28A2F8A&FullText=1
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The remaining $22.8 million in recovery funds are being used for program operations and capital 
purchases in 2021 and 2022 to address community needs that have been exacerbated by the 
pandemic. Chart 11 breaks out the recovery funds into more detail and the interactive online version 
allows readers to explore the individual programs. Of the more than two dozen line items, the largest 
amounts go toward addressing homelessness and affordable housing in Madison along with certain 
other priorities such as addressing last year’s large increase in homicides and shootings in the city. 

  

The spending includes: 

• $2 million in 2021 for helping homeless individuals outside of shelters 
• $2 million in 2021 for purchasing a property for a men’s emergency shelter  
• $2.5 million in 2022 for financing a shelter for women and families on East Washington 

Avenue and purchasing a Darbo Drive property for a purpose such as affordable housing 
• $2.5 million in 2022 for funding the conversion of hotels into permanent affordable housing 
• $2 million in 2022 for an endowment to fund future work around homelessness 
• $2 million for housing for youth aging out of the foster care system 

https://wispolicyforum.org/city-of-madison-proposed-arpa-spending-plan/
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Of the community investment funds, $13 million will be used for capital expenses and an additional 
$2 million for the creation of an endowment to fund future efforts to address homelessness – costs 
such as the creation of the homeless shelters that are one-time in nature and could provide 
continuing benefits in future years to the city and its residents. Yet the remaining funds – the $24.4 
million being used to plug budget holes and at least some of the $7.8 million used for community 
programs – could prove difficult to replace in future years, particularly if city revenues such as room 
taxes and parking fees do not rebound fully from their pandemic lows.  

Key #2: Town of Madison to dissolve two decades after deal 

Eighteen years after the annexation deal was first 
struck, Rhodes-Conway’s budget would pave the way 
for the cities of Madison and Fitchburg to absorb the 
Town of Madison on October 31, 2022 (see Map 1). 
The city of Madison will incorporate 90% of the town’s 
scattered lands and 79% of its population, and the 
proposed budget provides more than $2 million in 
new funding to ensure adequate public safety and 
other services for the town and other parts of the city. 

The annexation – first agreed to by leaders from the 
three local governments and then approved by the 
state in October 2003 – will bring diverse new 
residents into the city of Madison and allow for 
services to be delivered more efficiently over time and potentially with better quality. However, the 
city will have to absorb some costs up front and town residents will likely pay higher property taxes.  

The U.S. Census Bureau puts the town’s population at 6,236 as of 2020, or at about 2.3% of the city 
of Madison’s population. Data from the city show that more than 27% of town residents are Hispanic 
or Latino compared to less than 7% of city residents, and more than 13% of town residents are Black 
compared to 7.3% of city residents. 

As of Jan. 1, 2021, the town’s equalized property value stood at $535.3 million, about 1.6% of the 
city of Madison’s $32.94 billion in value. State property tax limits allow the cities of Madison and 
Fitchburg to raise their levies to accommodate their respective shares of the town’s tax levy, which 
totaled just under $2.8 million on December 2020 bills that were paid into 2021.  

On December 2020 bills, the city of Madison’s rate of $8.10 in taxes per $1,000 of equalized 
property values was 35.0% higher than the Town’s rate of nearly $6. Residents should understand 
that this does not mean that the municipal portion of their property tax bill will rise by this 
percentage in December 2022, as taxes are ultimately based on assessed and not equalized 
property values. Town properties also will have to be reassessed and that could cause bills to be 
lower or higher. Still, the large difference in these tax rates suggests an increase ahead for many 
town property owners. 

https://www.cityofmadison.com/city-hall/town-of-madison/timeline
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State data show the town reported about $6 million in all capital and operating spending in 2019, 
with the bulk of it on police and fire services. According to its business manager, the town currently 
has 18 employees: 10 police officers, 4 public works employees, 3 clerical staff, and one manager. 
The city of Madison started providing fire protection, emergency medical, and building inspection 
services to the town in November 2020. Economies of scale should allow the city to efficiently 
absorb these and other town services and potentially improve them while still covering their cost out 
of the additional property tax revenues.  

To do so, the mayor’s proposal for 2022 includes 18 new sworn members across the Madison Police 
and Fire departments (the additional firefighters will also serve other parts of the city), funding for 
deferred maintenance for town parks, and a boost to the city clerk’s office to run elections in the new 
areas. Overall, the city plans to spend $1.4 million in 2022 to incorporate the town into its 
operations, in addition to a $1 million boost for the Fire Department to add new staff related to town 
annexation (see Chart 12). 

 

Going forward, the key question for the city will be how much more spending will be needed to 
ensure fair treatment for town residents. For the residents, their satisfaction will hinge on whether 
the services they receive merit whatever additional cost they may see on their bills in 14 months.  

Key #3: Transit ridership has yet to rebound 

Despite widespread vaccination in Madison and improved public health conditions, ridership on city 
buses remains far below levels in 2019 and even farther below its peak in 2014 (see Chart 13). An 
infusion of federal relief funds for transit systems has shored up Metro Transit’s budget for now and 
may last through 2024, when Metro officials currently expect ridership to return to pre-pandemic 
levels. Still, the goal put forward by the mayor in 2019 – raising transit ridership by more than one-
third over 2018 levels – now seems difficult if not unattainable.  
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On top of these challenges in funding existing services, the city is moving forward with its plans to 
extend BRT service in an East-West corridor across Madison (see Capital Budget Grows), starting 
with capital projects in 2022 and rolling out the actual service in 2024. Our April 2021 report on 

 

statewide transit systems found the city had estimated a net cost of $3.5 million annually to operate 
BRT. However, city transportation officials say they now believe that by dropping certain current 
routes on the same roads that they can avoid any increase in net costs. In the long term, BRT could 
help with Metro Transit’s budget difficulties by improving service and bringing riders back into the 
system. In the short term, however, it remains to be seen. 

In the meantime, Metro Transit has been running its service at about 85% of pre-COVID-19 levels 
and surviving its unprecedented challenges with federal pandemic aid. In 2022, the department will 
use $15 million of those federal funds to meet its budget and restore its former service levels.  

An additional challenge stems from a decision by legislators, in light of the huge federal influx, to cut 
in half the state’s transit aid allocation for calendar year 2022 to Wisconsin’s two largest transit 
systems – Metro Transit and the Milwaukee County Transit System. The loss for Metro Transit 
amounted to $8.8 million, but Governor Tony Evers subsequently provided Madison with $5.2 million 
from the state’s ARPA allocation to offset some of the loss next year.   

Under the mayor’s proposal, Metro Transit’s budget would total $63.5 million in 2022, up 2.1% from 
the 2021 adopted budget and substantially more than the agency’s actual spending this year. 
Revenue from bus passes, fares, and bus ads is expected to rise to $12 million in 2022 but that 
would still be down 17.7% from 2019. Revenue from federal, state, and other local governments will 
account for $36.5 million (57.5%) of total Metro Transit funds in 2022, up from 2021 but still down 
somewhat from its peak in 2020. Vehicle registration fees ($6.0 million) and support from the city’s 
general fund ($8.8 million) make up most of the rest. 

So far, Metro Transit has received $74.7 million in federal pandemic aid (including the state ARPA 
funds) and under the proposed budget would have roughly $28.8 million left at the end of 2022. 

https://wispolicyforum.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Wisconsin-Public-Transit-Outlook.pdf
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That puts the agency in a relatively good position to ride out the rest of the pandemic provided that 
state transit aid does return to its former level in 2023 as currently called for in state law and that 
ridership fully rebounds by 2024. However, the addition of BRT service could put additional pressure 
on future budgets and ridership may not recover fully in light of changed commuting habits. 

Key #4: Room tax revenues show little recovery 

In 2020, room taxes took the most serious pandemic plunge within the city of Madison’s revenue 
portfolio as travel and hotel stays declined to unthinkably low levels. Despite the rollout of vaccines 
this year, the revenues from this tax levied on stays in hotels, motels, and other places of lodging 
have yet to make a robust recovery, falling short of the improvement for 2021 that was projected a 
year ago. The upshot will be continued financial difficulties for city-funded efforts to promote tourism 
in Madison and to a lesser extent for the city’s main fund.  

Last year at this time, the city was expecting to take in $9 million in room tax revenues in 2020, or 
less than half the 2019 total of $18.9 million, and then see them partially recover to $13.4 million in 
2021. In fact, room tax revenues reached only $5.9 million in 2020 and the city now expects tax 
collections to only hit $9 million in 2021 and $14.3 million in 2022 (see Chart 14). Tax revenues 
may not reach 2019 levels for some time, perhaps even years.   

 

The shortfall adds to the already substantial challenges for the entities that use room tax dollars to 
bring visitors to Madison, including the Monona Terrace Community and Convention Center and 
Overture Center for the Arts. In 2022, Monona Terrace would receive nearly $4.0 million for its 
operating budget, an 11.3% increase over the 2021 adopted budget but still well below the $5.2 
million it received in 2019. The Overture Center would receive $1.6 million, up from $1.5 million in 
2021 but still below $2.0 million in 2019, and the Greater Madison Convention and Visitors Bureau 
would receive $4.1 million, about $200,000 more than it was budgeted to receive in 2021. 

To keep the room tax fund afloat, Madison temporarily suspended the regular payment of 30% of 
room tax revenues to the city general fund in 2020 and 2021 and this year is also providing an 
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infusion of $2.4 million in surplus funds from TID 25 (see How the Budget is Balanced). That has put 
pressure on services funded out of the general fund – such as public safety, streets, parks, and 
libraries. For next year, the city is budgeting to use $4.2 million in room taxes for those services, 
which would be less than pre-pandemic levels but an improvement over the current funding 
suspension.  

The ARPA funds, however, will run out in 2023 before room tax revenues are projected to recover 
fully and with questions still remaining about the future of large indoor conventions such as those 
the Monona Terrace serves. With vaccination rates in Dane County currently the highest in the entire 
state of Wisconsin, it is possible that revenues here may rebound more rapidly than expected. 
Without such an improvement, however, in 2023 the city could face difficult decisions and even 
potential cuts to certain services funded by the room tax.  

Key #5: Meter running down for city parking 

With parking revenues for the city still weighed down by the pandemic, the proposed budget would 
burn through parking utility reserves for another year. That would set the agency up to run out of 
funds in 2023 absent a strong rebound in motorists parking downtown – a recovery the city is not 
expecting for the next year at least.  

As dining and entertainment declined 
and workers logged in from home 
during the pandemic, ongoing parking 
revenues from meters, garages, 
permits, and other sources plummeted 
from $17.5 million in 2019 to $7.2 
million in 2020 and are expected to 
only modestly rebound to $8.8 million 
in 2022 (see Chart 15). To keep the 
parking utility running through 2022, 
the proposed budget would draw down 
the agency’s fund balance by just over 
$6 million for the third straight year.  

By the end of next year, the utility fund 
balance would fall to a projected $4.6 
million, or barely one-fifth of the $21.6 
million present at the end of 2019. That 
balance would not be enough to sustain 
the parking unit for another year of drawdowns at the current rate.  

One option that would help to preserve the parking utility’s funds for somewhat longer would be to 
halt the payment of $1.2 million in lieu of property taxes the agency is budgeted to make to the 
general fund in 2022 to help support core city services and hold down tax bills for homeowners and 
businesses. However, while that move would help the parking utility’s budget in the short term, it 
would put even greater pressure on general fund services such as public safety.   
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Conclusion 
The mayor’s proposed 2022 budget brings together the implementation of BRT with stimulus 
spending on social priorities and a broader plan to maintain the city’s core services through another 
difficult fiscal year. This last element is a reasonable and even laudable goal in the midst of a 
pandemic that has brought crises in public health, poverty, and gun violence and a tremendous need 
for services such as public health and safety and housing.  

To sustain these services, the current budget draws on federal pandemic relief funds, which in turn 
likely will help to preserve the ongoing structural imbalance within the city budget. In a year, city 
officials say they expect to once again face a budget shortfall about the size of the current $18 
million gap.  

On the one hand, the city may see some improvement in its prospects by essentially pushing most of 
this problem into the future. For one, Madison’s challenges in areas such as low transit ridership and 
depressed room taxes will likely improve at least somewhat as rising vaccination rates and new 
treatments for COVID-19 improve the outlook for the pandemic. A rebound in construction projects 
could breathe further life into city revenues and a federal infrastructure bill could help the city 
address its capital needs.  

On the other hand, leaving more lasting budget solutions for the future also means that other areas 
of the city’s finances or situation might fail to improve or even grow worse. In particular, the city has 
benefited from a previously almost unthinkable level of support from the federal government and to 
a lesser extent the state over the past year-and-a-half. The BRT plan is now being touted as cost 
neutral to operate but transit budgets will remain a concern if ridership fails to fully return. 

With the exception of the potential infrastructure bill, it is difficult to imagine that further federal or 
state support will be approved at the kind of levels seen since the arrival of the coronavirus. 
Lawmakers, for example, opted not to increase state shared revenue aid to local governments last 
summer despite an unprecedented and unexpected $4 billion upward revision in projected state tax 
collections.  

The city of Madison has in theory the means to address many of its own challenges without any 
assistance, but state limits on local revenues mean the city cannot use large tax increases to do so. 
In 2023, Madison could add to the $40 vehicle registration fee that the city imposed in 2020, but 
few other large revenue options exist beyond this potentially unpopular step. Absent outside forces 
delivering some unexpected reprieve, city officials will likely face greater pressure in future years to 
find efficiencies where they can and cut services where they feel they must.  

https://wispolicyforum.org/research/a-golden-opportunity-for-wisconsin/
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